
 
BUR Terminal Workshop Question Suggestions  

 
• The City of LA asked for a 75-day extension to the Comment Period. Are you willing to grant such an 

extension in order to give the City of LA a chance to thoughtfully review your nearly 3,000-page Draft 
Environmental Impact Study (“DEIS”)? 

• Why are you trying to rush this New Terminal through now, during a global pandemic, when people are 
suffering, losing loved ones, trying to stay healthy and keep their jobs? Can you put this on HOLD until 
the COVID-19 crisis is resolved?  

• Why are you providing the minimum 45-day period to comment on the DEIS that is 3,000 pages long?  
• Why don’t you fix the flight path that FAA admitted shifted south before you approve a New Terminal 

designed to increase operations over my neighborhood that never had a jet superhighway before? 
• Are ALL safety issues being fixed? 
• Which alternatives were actually studied and why? 
• Why is the New Terminal 68% larger than the existing terminal? 
• Did you study the Alternative of a same-size replacement terminal in the DEIS? 
• The 2016 Environmental Impact Report (“EIR”) prepared per the CEQA included an alternative that was 

the same size as the existing terminal (232,000 sq ft). Shouldn’t the DEIS also study a same-size 
terminal? 

• Will Amazon operations be flying out of Burbank Airport? Since your Los Angeles neighbors to the 
south are saturated with jets – will Amazon jets that use BUR runways depart east over Burbank? 

• I don’t see my neighborhood in the study area, but I see all of the Burbank Airport jets for 16 
hours+/day. Why aren’t you studying massive impacts on my neighborhood in LA, south of the airport? 

• How will the New Terminal be funded? Will Burbank taxpayers be asked to pay? 
• Why are Federal grants provided for Burbank Airport when the airport currently does not meet Federal 

FAA safety standards? 
•    Why is the FAA projecting future growth of only 1 and 2% annually, when EACH of the last 3 years, 

annual growth has been between 13 and 14%? This results in vast underestimation of every impact 
including air quality, noise, and traffic. 

•    Why does the forecast passenger demand in the DEIS differ from that described in the EIR?  If the DEIS 
is the correct forecast, then shouldn’t the EIR be corrected and recirculated? 

•    Are the 14 gates in the New Terminal being designed to accept aircraft that seat as many as 230 
passengers? If not 230 passengers, then how many? 

•    Did the City of Burbank agree that the New Terminal should be designed to accommodate jets that 
seat more than 180 people? 

• How can the FAA claim that the aircraft fleet has not and will not change, when recently BUR added a 
Delta Flight using 757 Aircraft?  

• Proposed Procedures SLAPP THREE and OROSZ THREE are among the list of Cumulative Impacts in the 
DEIR.  NextGen/SoCal Metroplex has a devastating impact on the community so why is it not also 
included in the list of Cumulative Impacts?   

• Other Cumulative Impacts that must be included are Amazon Distribution Center at Avion, which will 
open in 2020, and Burbank’s Golden State District, to be built on 600 acres, just east of the Airport.  
Why aren’t those projects included as Cumulative Impacts? 


